
The JoyFinder
To find more JOY that you already have, use this tool as an alternative schedule - or a game  :)
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reflect and notice: how do you feel? excited by possibilities? overwhelmed? notes on pg 3.
~ if you’re sad or mad that you don’t get to do some of the joy you crave, brainstorm small 
ways to keep the joy alive. Maybe you can’t move to Hawaii, but you can feel the sun on your 
face or wear a bright flower. Add those to your JoyFinder.
~ if you resent and resist things you have to do, get creative and connect them with joy. 
It can really help to reinforce why you do it. For example, work makes $$ that feeds your body, as 
well as the people you love. So you could add your daily work or chores to the JoyFinder. 

tally the joy you have now. just for fun, give yourself points. close to 100? get a big hug!

~ 10 points for each joyful thing you already do each day
~ 5 points for things you do occasionally
~ 20 bonus points for things you do everyday that jump across more than two areas
~ 20 points for anything you MUST do (work, laundry, cooking, etc.) that you connected to joy

possibilities for joy in the four realms:
~ mind: what are you jazzed to learn? what tickles your gray matter?

reading, journalling, crunching numbers, writing letters, studying a new trade or career, keeping 
up with your field, news, telling stories, games, challenges, scrabble, crossword, sudoku...

~ heart: what activities create more connections to people? Grow your capacity for love?
accepting yourself as you are; expressing love, opening up, honesty; developing friendships; 
working on conflict; healing the past; noticing others’ needs, reaching out, help & support

~ soul (spirit): what connects you with something larger that you? meaning and purpose?
gratitude; meditation; time in nature; spiritual practice; following instincts, guidance or god; 
prayer; giving energy to a cause; helping others; courage to walk your unique path.

~ body: what feels good? involves movement? builds health/strength/flexibility? 
food choices; yoga, walking, running, gym, weights, team sports, dancing; cooking; sex; working 
with your hands; making things; growing veggies, flowers, plants; chores, cleaning, laundry

print the JoyFinder on page 2. color is soothing :)
~ grab 20 quiet minutes alone (or with a friend or circle)
~ curl up cozy with a pencil & hot cuppa. light a candle. 
~ take a deep breath. exhale. notice how your body feels 
~ dream of joyful experiences in the four realms
~ jot ideas as they come...mindmapping desires, to-do list 
~ add doodles & arrows to make connections across
   realms (e.g. making love creates joy in all four :)
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I’m noticing...

i’m really pleased...

I need to allow more...

date
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tallying the joy I already have, I find that...

is one area more full - or more naked - than the others? does it feel ok the way it is?

 

I may not be in perfect balance, but I can notice how imy body feels when I’m out of balance: 
tense, triggered, anxious, crabby, bitchy, depressed, reaching for my favorite addictions.
Great noticing! Take a breath and ask: how can Joy take the lead?


